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THE MODEL
Two SU(2) doublets of hypercharge Y = 1, !" and !# , with an added REAL
SINGLET !$ (no hypercharge).
• Reproduces the LHC-observed Higgs boson phenomenology perfectly – VERY
SIMILAR TO THE INERT MODEL.
• Includes dark matter candidates, WHICH COMPLY WITH ALL CURRENT
EXPERIMENTAL BOUNDS.
• Has EXPLICIT CP VIOLATION.

• HOWEVER, THAT CP VIOLATION IS “CONFINED” TO THE DARK
SECTOR.
• THE 125 GeV HIGGS WILL BEHAVE LIKE A CP-EVEN SCALAR,
WITHOUT SIGNS OF MIXING WITH CP-ODD STATES.
• Inspired by A. Cordero-Cid, J. Hernandez-Sanchez, V. Keus, S. F. King, S. Moretti, D.
Rojas, and D. Sokolowska, JHEP 12, 014 (2016), 1608.01673.

THE SCALAR POTENTIAL: we choose to impose a discret symmetry on the model; the
two doublet and the real singlet transform as

The scalar potential therefore becomes

CUBIC TERM!

where, with the exception of A, all the parameters are REAL.

• 2HDM + Real Singlet = Next-2HDM = N2HDM. Bounded from below, unitarity
and electroweak precision variables S, T and U already known, used results
from

• The discrete symmetry imposed prevents the occurrence of FCNC in the model,
it is extended to the Yukawa sector so that only !" couples to all fermions (type
I-like model),

• The second doublet and the singlet have “dark charge”, and therefore will
originate dark matter – the lightest scalar from the dark sector will be stable.
• The complex parameter A explicitly breaks CP in this model, as we will see.

SPONTANEOUS SYMMETRY BREAKING
A vacuum where only the first doublet gains a vev is possible, provided the
parameters of the potential obey

with v = 246 GeV. The doublets can be expressed as

with h the 125 GeV scalar, with mass given by

The charge scalar has mass
This is all very IDM-like, but the differences start in the dark scalars...

NEUTRAL SCALARS MIXING
The two neutral components of the second doublet mix with the real singlet,
yielding a 3×3 mass matrix,

diagonalized by

such that

with
(all angles in the interval –π/2 to π/2, without loss of generality)

• The phenomenolegy of h is virtually identical to the SM Higgs (there is still a
charged Higgs contribution to the diphoton signal, but it’ll be small). Neutral
dark scalar masses chosen above 70 GeV, so no discalar decays for h occur.
• Charged scalar does not couple to fermions – all B-physics and LEP constraints
satisfied.
• Dark matter constraints implemented using MicrOMEGAS, with the latest
results from PLANCK and Xenon1T.
• Model implemented in ScannerS, extra scalars’ masses taken between 70 and
1000 GeV, quartic couplings allowed ample variations in their BFB and
perturbative aloowed ranges. Quadratic parameters !" "" and !" # chosen
between 0 and 106 GeV2.

DIPHOTON WIDTH FOR h

Easily reproduces the SM expected value, charged Higgs contributions at most
yield a ~20% deviation.

DARK MATTER OBSERVABLES

Both the relic density (LEFT) and direct detection limits (RIGHT) easily
accounted for in the parameter space scanned. Grey line represents the latest
XENON1T results.

CP VIOLATION
CP violation occurs in the model, due to the mixing between two neutral, real,
components and the imaginary neutral one. This leads to kinetic terms of the form

Which in turn implies that

are possible – thus, the hi particles cannot have definite CP quantum numbers.
Observation of all vertices of the Z into two scalars would thus in principle be a
confirmation of the model. But since some of those scalars are dark matter this
complicates things – eventual occurrence of these decays yields final states identical
to those of other dark matter models, regardless of the CP properties of the particles.
Thus this could not probe the CP nature of the model.

CP VIOLATION
A clear sign of CP violation in the model is the fact that CPV form factors in
vertices such as ZZZ and ZWW are NON-ZERO due to neutral scalar mixing.
For instance, there is a single diagram contributing to the CPV form factor in
ZZZ, namely

with the CPV form factor defined by

CP VIOLATION
The CPV form factor is given in terms of LoopTools functions by (assuming two
on-shell Z’s, p1 the four-momentum of the off-shell third Z)

For our model, in terms of elements of the rotation matrix R,

Thus, notice that without the mixing between real and imaginary
scalar components, one would obtain f4 = 0 (no CPV).

COMPARISON WITH THE C2HDM
This same observable occurs, as a sign of CPV, in the Complex 2HDM (C2HDM),
but there three diagrams contribute to it:

In our model the two latter diagrams vanish due to the discrete symmetry
imposed. This simplifies considerably the expression for f4, but typically also
reduces the magnitude of the form factor, compared to that obtained in the
C2HDM.

CP VIOLATION
Momentum dependence on the off-shell Z does influence the magnitude
of f4,

Maximum value allowed for f123 is (#⁄ $)$ , red points correspond to all neutral
scalars having masses below 200 GeV.
For comparison, in the 2HDM, due to the alignment limit, smaller maximum
values of f123 would be expected.

CP VIOLATION – EXPLICIT OR SPONTANEOUS?
Non-zero values for f4 implies, without a doubt, that CP violation occurs. But what
type?
• The presence of a complex phase in the potential suggests EXPLICIT CP
BREAKING, but that is not mandatory. The potential violates the following CP
symmetry,
(notice that the singlet does not transform)
• However, conceivably another CP symmetry could occur for which the
potential is invariant...
• Notice, though, that the vacuum of the model PRESERVES the above CP
transformation, and still there is CP violation – thus the CP violation is NOT
SPONTANEOUS, but rather, as expected, EXPLICIT.

EXPERIMENTAL HINTS OF CP VIOLATION
Experimentalists use the following Lagrangian triple vertex parametrization,

where f4 again violates CP. But in this formulation the form factor is constant
with the external momentum and real. Measurements of ZZ production cross
section yield limits, of order 10-4, on f4 . But the comparison isn’t
straightforward...
Asymmetries can be constructed, such as, for

with unpolarized beams,

EXPERIMENTAL HINTS OF CP VIOLATION

Too small to measure...?
Other asymmetries, involving other vertices and other form factors, are also
possible, but the magnitudes obtained are similar.

EXPERIMENTAL HINTS OF CP VIOLATION – THE ZW+W- VERTEX
• Discrete symmetry eliminates all but one diagram contributing to the CPV
form factor in the ZWW vertex.
• Simple expression:
Notice this form factor now involves the charged mass as well.
• Can yield larger values of the CPV form factor than the corresponding ZZZ
quantity, by a factor of ten. But still seems to be too small an effect to yet
measure...

CONCLUSIONS
• A 2HDM complemented with a real singlet and a discrete symmetry yields a
model with explicit CPV and dark matter.
• Current dark matter bounds are easily satisfied by the model, without the
need for any fine tuning.
• CPV occurs exclusively in the “dark” sector – the LHC-observed scalar
would behave (up to small loop effects) as a true scalar.
• CPV manifests itself in the observable sector in anomalous triple gauge
couplings, in the ZZZ or ZWW vertices, among others.
• Current experimental bounds on the CPV form factors are orders of
magnitude above the values predicted for our model, but the comparison
between theory and what the experimentalists set bounds on does not seem
trivial...

